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In an economy where citizens consume a publicly provided good and a private supplement to 
it, we study how declining efficiency in the public sector impacts (a) the citizens’ collective 
choice of the public provision level (via majority voting over taxes),  (b) price responses    
and market penetration of competitive/ monopolistic seller(s) of the supplement good, and  
(c) the citizens’ welfare.  We characterize public-private equilibria where citizens and 
supplement-seller(s) best-respond to each others’ decisions.  We delineate how equilibrium 
outcomes change with relative decline in public efficiency, and identify the following impacts: 
(i) Such a decline raises utility dispersion/inequality as richer citizens engage in increased 
private supplementation.  (ii) There can be discrete changes in consumption and welfare due 
to incremental changes in costs; a small improvement in private technology can lead to a 
large reduction in the well-being of many poor citizens.  (iii) These adverse effects are more 
likely when the supplement-market is competitive than when it is monopolized.   

 

1.   Introduction 

One of the striking features of India’s ‘development’ in the past few decades has been the 
significant decline in the quality and volume of publicly provided goods and services, 
especially in urban areas.  Such goods include electricity, potable water, school education, 
healthcare, and the law and order infrastructure.  Anecdotal evidence suggests that such 
deterioration has occurred in varying degrees in other countries as well – from developing 
countries in Africa to developed countries like the UK.1  

The citizens of India have responded to the decline in public provision in two ways.  The 
people have raised their voices demanding “bijli, sadak, paani” (electricity, roads, water) in 
successive elections.2  And the richer sections of the population have started consuming a 
plethora of market-provided ‘supplementary goods’ – power generators, invertors, water 
purifiers, bottled water, booster pumps, private security, etc. – to compensate for the decline in 
the quality and quantity of public provision. 

                                                   
* This draft:  November 2012 (preliminary; please do not quote or cite).  Author affiliation:  Indian 
Institute of Management Calcutta [arijitsen@iimcal.ac.in].   
1  In the UK, there has been talk about a “terminal decline of the welfare state” (Guardian, 28-7-2010).   
2  “The beginning of the 21st century saw ‘bijli, sadak, paani’ emerging as the main poll agenda for the 
people.  Elections after elections were fought on this issue.” (Pioneer, 1-10-2011).   
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The impact of the deteriorating public provision system in urban India has been described thus 
by the satirist Jug Suraiya in a piece titled ‘Nothing Doing’ (Times of India, 25-5-2008):  

“Take power.  Or rather, don’t.  Because there’s none to be had.  By its policy of 
masterly inactivity, the gormint [government] has overnight created a mega-industry of 
back-up power devices.  Millions of people have invested in inverters, generators, 
rechargeable lamps, and sundry other gadgets.  With the installation these gadgets, there 
is likely to be irrational exuberance as people feel at last liberated from power cuts.  
There will be genset parties to celebrate the occasion, involving the consumption of 
much food and drink. 
Water – or rather the gormint-engineered lack of it – is another ‘Nothing doing’ money-
spinner.  What’s the biggest household name in India?  Big B?  SRK?  Sonia?  Nope.  
It’s Sintex – the brand name of those black water storage tanks that pustulate across our 
cityscapes like warts on a toad’s back.  Virtually every household in the country has a 
Sintex tank … plus, of course, the ancillary apparatus of bore wells, booster pumps, etc..  
The gormint’s ‘Nothing doing’ policy goes beyond bijli-paani.  It extends to schools and 
colleges, hospitals and nursing homes, and law and order.  [Not enough policemen 
because they’re all doing VVIP duty?  Go rent a cop in the form of a private security 
guard.]  In all these instances, thanks to the gormint’s ‘Nothing doing’ attitude, private 
players have stepped in, with hugely profitable results.”   

This paper attempts a theoretical analysis of the above-described phenomena.  We study a 
model where citizens consume a publicly provided good, and a private supplement to it – where 
the resources for the production of the former good is determined by majority-voting by the 
citizens over a linear tax rate, and the pricing/availability of the latter good is determined by 
profit-maximizing seller(s).  Our aim is to understand how a relative decline in efficiency in 
public provision impacts:  (i) the citizens’ collective choice of public provision levels (via 
majority voting), (ii) price responses and market penetration of competitive/ monopolistic 
seller(s) of private supplements, and (iii) the citizens’ welfare and its distribution.    

In the public economics literature, the study of public provision of goods under majority-voting, 
given the availability of private alternatives, began with Stiglitz (1974) and Usher (1977).  In 
the last couple of decades, a series of papers have advanced this line of research in which 
citizens have the option of either ‘topping up’ a publicly provided good with additional private 
consumption (Epple and Romano 1996a; Gouveia 1997), or ‘moving out’ of public provision 
into private provision (Epple and Romano 1996b; Glomm and Ravikumar 1998; Lülfesmann 
and Myers 2011; Bhattacharya et al. 2012).  Most of these papers focus primarily on the 
existence of majority-voting equilibria and the consequent features of the public provision 
system, taking the private sellers to be passive players. 

In contrast, the current paper aims to introduce the following issues into the analysis.  Firstly, 
we feel that it is important to study a scenario where there exist certain private goods that can 
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‘supplement’ a citizen’s utility from consuming a publicly provided good.  For example, the use 
of a water purifier improves the ‘quality’ of the public water supply – it neither ‘tops up’ the total 
water supply, nor permits a household to ‘move out’ of the public water supply system.3   

Secondly, we model the supplement seller(s) as strategic players who determine their supply 
price in response to the quality of the public provision system.  Specifically, we study two 
extreme market structures for the supplement good – homogeneous-product Bertrand 
oligopoly, and monopoly.  One contribution of our paper is to characterize a ‘public-private 
equilibrium’ where the supplement seller(s) best-respond to the citizens’ majority-voted public 
provision regime, and the citizens best-respond (in their voting behaviour) to the supply 
decisions of the supplement seller(s).  Characterizing the equilibrium of such a game allows us 
to determine, at a point in time, how citizens react to the current efficiency of the public system 
in terms of supplement consumption as well as allocation of resources to the public system, and 
how supplement seller(s) attempt to penetrate the market given the level of public provision.   

Thirdly, in order to understand how the public-private equilibrium changes as the relative 
efficiency of the public sector falls over time, we conduct comparative statics exercises on the 
equilibrium outcomes (and payoffs) with respect to changes in the public and the private cost 
parameters.  We uncover the following effects of a relative decline in public-system efficiency.  
The first two effects described below work most strongly in a scenario where Bertrand 
competition in the supplement market leads to pricing at unit cost. 

[1]   Incremental cost changes can cause discontinuous outcome changes.                                                            
Starting from a scenario where few rich citizens consume the private supplement, an 
incremental fall in the relative efficiency of the public system causes small changes in 
outcomes:  consumption of the publicly-provided good falls and that of the private 
supplement rises incrementally.  But, if such decline continues and the relative efficiency of 
the public system falls below a threshold value, discontinuous changes occur:  a small rise in 
public cost or a small fall in supplement cost causes a discrete reduction in public provision 
and a discrete increase in private supplementation – due to a drastic shrinking of the citizens’ 
majority-preferred public provision regime.  These changes have important implications for 
citizens’ welfare, as we describe below.    

[2]   A relative decline in the public system raises utility dispersion/inequality.                         
Starting from a situation where few rich citizens consume the private supplement, a rise in 
public production cost (a fall in supplement cost) leads to the following welfare changes:  for 

                                                   
3  The extant literature spends considerable effort studying the policy question of whether the options of 
‘topping up’ or of ‘opting out’ should be banned.  It is important to note that when the option is one of 
consuming possible supplement goods, it may be impossible to a priori list all the possible private 
supplements that may be introduced in the market over time.  Then attempts to ban the consumption of 
such supplements may be infeasible.  
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every citizen richer than a cut-off income level, maximized utility falls less (rises more) than 
the maximized utility of a citizen poorer than the cut-off level, thereby causing ‘utility-
dispersion’ between the rich and the poor.4  This happens because the rich consume the supple-
ment and thereby lose less (gain more) from the rise in public cost (fall in supplement cost).  

The changes in individual utility and in utility-dispersion take a dramatic form when the 
public cost crosses a specific threshold:  then an incremental rise in public cost causes the 
utilities of all citizens richer than an income cut-off (that is close to the population mean 
income) to discretely rise, and the utilities of all poorer citizens to discretely fall, thereby 
generating a discrete increase in ‘utility inequality’ in the population.  This result has the 
following counterpart:  a small improvement in the supplement technology beyond a threshold 
value leads to a discrete worsening of the welfare of almost all citizens in the bottom half of 
the income distribution (and raises utility-inequality in the population).5 

[3]  Seller market-power in supplement market lessens adverse effects of public system decline.   
While a more-concentrated supplement market has a larger price mark-up (thereby negatively 
impacting the welfare of those citizens who supplement), ‘pricing with market power’ does 
lessen the adverse effects of a declining public system with respect to generating discontinuous 
outcome changes and causing utility-dispersion among citizens.  Specifically, under 
monopoly, small cost changes lead to incremental outcome changes for a larger set of cost 
parameters (as the seller maintains a high supplement price even when the costs change).  
Further, since the monopolist adjusts the price of his product in response to cost changes, 
richer citizens do not benefit as much by supplementing public provision – this limits the 
extent to which cost changes lead to utility-dispersion.   

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 presents our model of public provision 
with the possibility of private supplementation.  In Section 3, we study the properties of the 
majority-voting equilibrium as a function of the citizens’ common conjecture about the 
supplement-price.  We consider a scenario of Bertrand price competition in the supplement-
market in Section 4; we characterize the public-private equilibrium in this competitive scenario 
and determine how equilibrium outcomes (and welfare) vary with changes in public and private 
costs.  Then in Section 5 we study a monopoly supplement-market and study how monopoly 
                                                   
4  A rise in c causes ‘utility-dispersion’ in the following sense:  The gap in maximized utility between a 
rich and a poor citizen, relative to the gap that would exist if the supplement good was unavailable, rises 
in c.  See the discussion in Sections 5.     
5  Intuitively, this outcome can be understood in terms of the following story:  A fall in the unit cost (and 
therefore the price) of a competitively-supplied water-purifying tablet can encourage a majority of the 
(more affluent) citizens to vote for a large reduction in the public provision of potable water (given its 
high cost of production) precisely because these affluent citizens can now afford the tablets.  This 
regime shift leads to a discrete improvement in individual well-being for all affluent citizens, but causes 
a discrete fall in the welfare of a large fraction of the poor citizens who miss out on the public supply of 
potable water (and are forced to buy water-purifying tablets).   
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pricing impacts upon the public-private equilibrium at any point in time, and over time as 
public and private costs vary.  We conclude in Section 6 by summarizing our results and 
indicating possible extensions of our model. 

    
2.  A Model of Public Provision with Private Supplements 

We consider an economy populated by a continuum of citizens (households) of measure one.  
Citizens have identical preferences, but differ in their exogenous incomes y.  Incomes in the 
population are distributed according to a continuous cumulative distribution function with a 
finite mean; we will let EY denote the ‘mean income’ as well as the ‘aggregate income’. 

Individual utility depends on the consumption of three goods:  Q, S, and N.  The nature of these 
goods, and their production and allocation processes are as described below:   

• Good N is the numeraire good – a private good that is traded in the market at price of unity. 

• Good Q is ‘publicly provided’ according to the following rules.  ‘Voting under majority 
rule’ by the citizens determines the total amount of money, M, that will be devoted to 
producing Q.  Specifically, the citizens vote on a ‘linear income tax rate’ t, and M = t.EY.  
In one interpretation of the model, the public sector ‘transforms’ M into the total volume of 
a ‘private good’ Q (e.g., electricity, water) according to a linear technology q = M/c, and 
then this total volume is distributed in an egalitarian manner at no additional charge so that 
each citizen receives q units of the good for free.  In an alternative interpretation, Q 
denotes a ‘public good’ (e.g., law and order), and the total tax collection M = t.EY  is used 
to generate the ‘quality’ of this good [q = M/c], which can be accessed equally and freely 
by all citizens. 

• Good S is a private ‘supplement’ that is sold in the market (e.g., power inverter/ generator, 
water purification system, private security).  A citizen can consume a positive amount of S 
to supplement her utility from Q – such supplementation is valuable precisely when the 
quantity/quality q of Q is deemed to be insufficient by a citizen.  S is produced in the 
private sector under constant unit cost of production k, and there might be an entry cost          
F ≥ 0 for a firm to enter the S industry.  We will consider two ‘extreme’ industry structures 
for good S: a homogeneous-product Bertrand oligopoly where two or more firms sell S, 
each having unit cost k (and no entry costs: F= 0); and a monopoly market for S where a 
single seller sets S-price p to maximize profits, given unit cost k (and an entry barrier F > 0). 

If a citizen consumes q ≥ 0 units of Q (or the services of the public system Q at quality level q),        
s units of S, and n units of N, her utility is:  U(q, s, n) ≡ [v(q, s)](a)[n](1– a), where 0 < a < 1, and 
where there exists a minimum level of public provision q0 > 0 such that  v(q, s) = 0 whenever    
q < q0 (for all s) and v(q, s) = q + s whenever q ≥ q0.  This utility specification formalizes the 
notion that S is a supplement to the publicly provided good Q  –  S cannot enhance a citizen’s 
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utility if some minimum supply of Q is not forthcoming (there has to be some water supply for 
purification to be worthwhile, and power invertors need some electricity supply to charge 
batteries).  Having said that, the specific functional forms that have been assumed above are 
overly simplistic and the robustness of the results that they deliver will have to be verified in 
subsequent research.  

Our first objective is to study the ‘public-private equilibrium’ where the public provision 
regime is determined by majority voting by the citizens and the price of the supplement is 
privately chosen by the S-seller(s).  Specifically, we focus on the equilibrium outcomes that 
arise from a two-stage sequence of public and private decisions specified below.  We take as 
given the income distribution, the efficiency of the public sector as captured by the magnitude 
of c, and the private technology of S production as given by {k, F} (along with the common 
utility specification for all citizens). 

Stage 1:  A private decision regarding the market price p of the supplement good S and a public 
decision regarding the Q provision regime are made simultaneously.  Specifically, two 
things happen concurrently:  the price p of S is determined, either in a homogeneous-
product Bertrand oligopoly, or by a monopolist seller; and the citizens vote over a linear 
income tax rate t to determine the total resources to be made available to the public sector 
to produce Q, thus determining the public provision regime {q, t}.6 

Stage 2:  Then, each citizen decides whether, and by how much, to supplement the public 
provision of Q with individual consumption of S.    

In the following analysis, we will characterize the public-private equilibrium by a two-step 
analysis.  We will first determine the provision regime {q, t} that will be generated by majority 
voting as a function of the citizens’ ‘common conjecture’ regarding the price p of S (that will be 
set by the S-seller(s)).  We will then determine the overall equilibrium by identifying ({q, t}, p) 
pairs that will constitute ‘mutual best responses’. 

Our second objective is to understand how the public-private equilibrium varies with changes 
in public and private production costs.  To that end, we will conduct comparative statics 
exercises to determine the variation in the equilibrium levels of public provision, private 
supplementation, and individual welfare, with changes in the cost parameters c and k.  We will 
delineate the nature of the changes that occur when the S industry is ‘competitive’ (under 
Bertrand pricing) and when it is ‘monopolized’.  

                                                   
6  Public decision-making and private decision-making are modeled as a simultaneous-move game to 
specifically avoid giving any party either a first-mover commitment advantage or a second-mover 
response advantage.  The simultaneous-move specification is a short-cut to modeling a scenario where 
both public and private decisions can quickly adjust to choices made by the ‘other side’.  Subsequently, 
we will comment on the nature of public-private equilibria when the S-price p is set before or after the 
{q, t} regime is chosen by the citizens via majority voting.   
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3.  Majority Voting over Public Provision  

In this section, we study the majority voting outcome regarding public provision of Q given the 
income distribution in the economy, the production technologies of the different goods, and the 
citizens’ common conjecture about the price pe of the supplement good S.  We begin by 
determining individual (Stage 2) decisions to ‘supplement Q with S’ given a public provision 
regime {q, t} and the announced price p of S, and then backward induct to determine the {q, t} 
regime that will emerge as a majority voting outcome. 

Once the public provision regime {q, t} (with q ≥ q0) has been established (and given the 
announced price p of S), the utility maximization problem of ‘citizen y’ (i.e., the citizen with 
income y) involves choosing s ≥ 0 and n ≥ 0 to maximize U(q, s, n) subject to the budget 
constraint:  p.s + n ≤ (1– t)y.  [If q < q0, every citizen’s final utility will be zero irrespective of 
her individual choices.]  Given the Cobb-Douglas utility function specified above, it is easy to 
verify that for q ≥ q0, citizen y will supplement Q with S if and only if the established q is 
strictly smaller than the threshold q+(y | p, t) ≡ (a/1– a)(1– t)(y/p).  Further, for any q ∈ [q0, q+(.)],   
the optimal supplement choice for citizen y will be:  S(y | p, q, t) = a(1– t)(y/p) – (1– a)q.   

Resultantly, the indirect utility of citizen y given regime {q, t} and price p of S will be:   

                              0                                    for  q < q0              
 V(y | p, q, t)  =          A(p)(1– a){(1– t)(y/p) + q}    for q ∈ [q0, q+(y | p, t)]    where A ≡ aa(1– a)1– a 
                       [q](a)[(1– t)y](1– a)           for q ≥ max{q0, q+(y | p, t)}      
 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

Figure 1.  Citizen y’s indifference map in the (q, t) space 

The indifference map associated with the above indirect utility function (in the (q, t) space) is 
presented in Figure 1.  Consider a point (q, t) such that q ∈ [q0, q+(y | p, t)].  The indifference 
curve of citizen y through (q, t) is a straight line with slope [p/y]; this straight line extends to the 
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point where q = q+(y | p, t), and beyond that point, the indifference curve becomes strictly 
concave with slope [(a/1– a)(1– t)/q].  As a result, in the {q ≥ q0, t ≥ 0} space, every 
indifference curve of citizen y, for all y, is increasing, concave, and differentiable, and has a 
slope that is no greater than [p/y]. 

Next, note that any {q, t} regime is technologically feasible if and only if (q, t) lies on the ‘Q- 
production constraint’:   q = [EY/c]t.  Substituting this constraint into citizen y’s indirect utility 
function V(y | .)  gives us her induced preferences over q:  W(q | y, p) ≡ V(y | p, q, t = c.q/EY).  
Concavity of citizens’ indifference curves in the {q ≥ q0, t ≥ 0} space and convexity of the Q-
production constraint imply that the induced preferences W(q | y, p) of each citizen y over q will 
be single-peaked.  Therefore, when the provision regime {q, t} is chosen under majority rule 
(given a conjectured pe), a voting equilibrium will exist, and the point most preferred by the 
voter with the median most-preferred level of public provision will be chosen. 

As a prelude to identifying the majority-preferred public provision regime, we assume: 

Assumption 1.    q0  <  a.EY/c. 

Assumption 1 requires q0 to be ‘small’ and a to be ‘bounded away’ from zero.  These two 
plausible restrictions will be maintained for the rest of the analysis (see Assumption 2 below). 

Given the common conjecture pe, recognize the following facts:  For citizen y, if  y/pe < EY/c,  
then among all ‘feasible’ (q, t) (i.e., points on the Q-production constraint) her optimal choice 
will be the point where the strictly concave part of one of her indifference curves is tangent to 
the Q-production constraint; this will be the point {q*≡ a.EY/c, t*≡ a}.  Alternatively, if  y/pe ≥ 
EY/c for citizen y, then among all feasible (q, t) her optimal choice will at the ‘corner’ where         
q = q0 and t = t0 ≡ c.q0/EY.   These choices are depicted in Figure 2. 

Figure 2.  Citizens’ optimal {q, t} choices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.  Citizens’ optimal {q, t} choices 
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The above facts lead to the following result regarding majority voting:  Given an S-price 
conjecture pe, let μ(pe, c) be the measure of citizens with income y < pe.EY/c.  If μ(pe, c) > 0.5, 
the public provision regime {q = q*, t = t*} will be the majority voting outcome.  Alternatively, 
if μ(pe, c) ≤ 0.5, the regime {q = q0, t = t0} will be the majority voting outcome.7    

In what follows, we assume a uniform income distribution structure with a non-trivial 
minimum income (given that q0 is small and a is bounded away from zero).  The only reason 
for making this assumption is to keep the subsequent algebra simple.   

Assumption 2.    Citizens’ incomes y are uniformly distributed on the support Y(∆)  ≡  [Y ‾, Y +], 

where Y + = Y ‾+ ∆ for some ∆ > 0, and Y ‾ > (1– a/a)[k.q0/(1– t0)].  

Assumption 2 implies that EY = Y ‾+ (∆/2) and that μ(p, c) = 0.5(p/c) + (Y ‾/∆)[(p/c) – 1].  
Given Assumptions 1 and 2, the following result specifies the majority voting outcome as a 
function of the conjectured price pe of S, and the citizens’ subsequent supplementation choices.  

Proposition 1.  For a price conjecture pe , the following results hold under Assumptions 1 and 2:   

[i]  If the price conjecture is smaller than the public cost parameter:  pe ≤ c, then majority voting 
will lead to the public provision regime {q = q0,  t = t0}; and S-consumption of a citizen 
with income y will be S(y | p, q0, t0) = max{0, [a(1– t0)(y/p) – (1– a)q0]}. 

 [ii]  Alternatively, if the conjecture pe is strictly greater than c, then majority voting will lead to 
the public provision regime {q = q*, t = t*}; and S-consumption of a citizen with income y 
will be S(y | p, q*, t*) = max{0, a(1– a)[(y/p) – (EY/c)]}. 

We will refer to the {q*, t*} regime as one of ‘adequate public provision’, and the {q0, t0} 
regime as that of ‘minimal provision’.  Proposition 1 establishes the discontinuity in the 
majority-voting outcome with respect to the (conjectured) S-price relative to the public cost 
parameter c.  When this relative price is above a threshold, a majority of the citizens – all with 
incomes below the cut-off pe.EY/c – will vote for adequate public provision.   In contrast, if the 
relative price falls below the threshold, a majority of the citizens – all with incomes above 
pe.EY/c – will switch to voting for minimal provision.    

Having determined the majority voting outcome as a function of the conjectured S-price pe, our 
next steps will be to characterize the overall equilibria in alternative S-market structures.  In the 
next two sections, we study the properties of public-private equilibria under Bertrand 
competition and monopoly.  As we will see, the discontinuity in the citizens’ voting behavior 
described above will have important implications for the impact of changes in the public and 
private cost parameters (c and k) on equilibrium outcomes and on citizens’ welfare. 
                                                   
7  When μ(pe, c) = 0.5, the richer half of the population will vote for {q0, t0} and the poorer half of the 
population will vote for {q*, t*}.  We assume that in case of such a tie, the choice of the richer half of 
the population will prevail. 
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4.  Equilibrium Outcomes with Bertrand competition in the Supplement Market 

In this section, we consider the case where the S industry is a homogeneous-product Bertrand 
oligopoly, with free entry (F = 0).  In this case, the equilibrium price p of S will equal its unit 
production cost k.  Recognize that it does not matter whether Bertrand price-competition among 
S-sellers occur before, after, or at the same time that the citizens vote over public provision.  In 
all cases, rational citizens will hold the ‘correct conjecture’ that p will equal k.  This fact allows 
us to use Proposition 1, with pe = k, in a straight-forward manner to characterize the public-
private equilibrium outcome.  That, in turn, facilitates our carrying out comparative statics 
exercises to determine how the equilibrium outcome will respond to changes in production 
costs in the public and the private sectors. 

Using Proposition 1 (and Assumptions 1 and 2), we record the public-private equilibrium 
outcomes and payoffs in three distinct parameter configurations that are distinguished on the 
basis of the unit costs of producing Q and S and the income distribution parameters:    

Proposition 2.  Under Bertrand price-competition in the S-market, the equilibrium price p of S 
equals its unit cost k, and each S-seller makes zero economic profits.  The equilibrium public 
provision regime, supplement consumption, and citizens’ welfare are as specified below:  

 Parameter Configuration I:  c/k  ≤  EY/Y+.     
In this configuration, majority voting leads to {q = q* ≡ a.EY/c, t = t* ≡  a}, no citizen 
supplements Q  by S, and each citizen y has maximized utility {A[EY/c](a)[y](1– a)}. 

 Parameter Configuration II: EY/Y+  <  c/k  <  1.     
 Here, majority voting leads to {q = q*, t = t*}.  Each citizen with income  y ≤ k.EY/c  does 

not consume S and has maximized utility {A[EY/c](a)[y](1– a)}, while each citizen with 
income y > k.EY/c consumes S(y | .) = a(1– a)[(y/k) – (EY/c)] and has maximized utility 
{A[p](1– a)[(1– a)(y/k) + a(EY/c)]}.  Total S consumption is [a(1– a)/2∆](1/k)[Y+ – (k.EY/c)]2. 

  Parameter Configuration III: c/k  ≥  1.     
Here, majority voting leads to {q = q0,  t = t0 ≡ c.q0/EY }.  Every citizen y consumes S(y | .) 
= [a(1– t0)(y/k) – (1– a) q0] and has maximized utility {A[k](1– a)[(1– t0)(y/k) + q0]}.  Total              
S consumption is (a/k){EY – [c + (1– a/a)k]q0}. 

In what follows, we make use of Proposition 2 to carry out specific comparative static 
exercises.  Our first goal is to trace out the changes in equilibrium consumption of Q and S, and 
in individual welfare, as the level of public efficiency (as measured by c) varies, holding all 
other parameters of the economic environment constant.  We then consider the equilibrium 
changes brought about by a ceteris paribus variation in the private cost parameter k.   
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                Figure 3.  Declining public efficiency and public provision 

Impact of declining public efficiency 

In an economy where the efficiency of the public sector monotonically declines over time, how 
do the citizens respond in terms of their voting over the public provision regime and their 
individual demand for a private supplement?  How are citizens in different income classes 
impacted in terms of individual welfare?   In an environment where the supplement good is 
supplied at cost, we address these questions by studying the effects of a ceteris paribus fall in 
the public cost c on the public-private equilibrium outcomes.   

Specifically, we consider increases in c in a range [cmin, cmax] where cmin < k(EY/Y+) < k  < cmax, 
and the resultant impact on the level of public provision of Q, on the set of citizens who choose 
to supplement Q with S, on the aggregate consumption of S, and on the level of well-being of 
different citizens y.  Studying the effect of an increase in c on the different equilibrium 
outcomes in the three parameter configurations in Proposition 2 allows us to derive the 
comparative statics results presented below.8   

Impact on public provision level:   For all c ∈ [cmin, k], q = a.EY/c.  Thus, when c increases 
from cmin towards k, the public provision level q falls continuously at a decreasing rate.  
However, there is a ‘discrete drop’ in q from a.EY/k  to q0 as c rises from ‘epsilon below k’ to 
k – as the majority voting outcome shifts discretely from adequate public provision to 
minimal provision.  Thereafter, the provision level stays at q0 for all higher c.  See Figure 3.   

                                                   
8  Note that c ∈ [cmin, k.EY/Y+] corresponds to Parameter Configuration I, c ∈ (k.EY/Y+, k) corresponds to 
Parameter Configuration II, and c ∈ [k, cmax] corresponds to Parameter Configuration III.  Assumption 1 
is posited to hold for all c ∈ [cmin, cmax].  

a.EY/k 

cmin cmax k 

q 

c 
q0 
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                              Figure 4.  Declining public efficiency and aggregate supplementation 

Impact on the level of supplementation:   No citizen supplements when c ∈ [cmin, k.EY/Y+].   
Individual supplementation begins when c increases above k(EY/Y+), with a richer citizen 
opting to supplement Q with S before a poorer citizen.  The measure of citizens who 
supplement Q with S rises continuously (from zero) as c increases from k(EY/Y+) towards k, 
with the richer half of the population supplementing Q with S as c tends to k from below.  
When c rises from ‘epsilon below k’ to k, the measure of supplementors jumps 
discontinuously from half to unity.  All citizens supplement Q with S for all c ≥ k.   

A ‘relatively poor’ citizen with income y < EY supplements Q with S if and only if c ≥ k; her 
supplementation level jumps from zero to a positive level when c increases from ‘epsilon 
below k’ to k; further, when c increases beyond k, her level of supplementation falls linearly 
(at the rate [a.q0/k.EY]y) – this is due to increased tax contributions required to maintain 
public provision at q0 as c increases beyond k.  On the other hand, a ‘relatively rich’ citizen 
with income y > EY supplements Q with S if and only if c > k(EY/y).  For such a citizen, 
supplementation level rises continuously from zero as c increases from k(EY/y) towards k; 
there is an upward jump in the supplementation level when c increases from ‘epsilon below k’ 
to k; and when c increases beyond k, the citizen’s level of supplementation falls linearly (for 
the same reason as for a ‘relatively poor’ citizen).     

Changes in the set of supplementors as well as changes in the level of individual 
supplementation imply the following impacts of increases in c on the aggregate level of 
supplementation.  The aggregate supplementation level is zero for all c ∈ [cmin, k(EY/Y+)]; this 
level rises continuously from zero as c increases from k(EY/Y+) towards k; there is an upward 
jump in the aggregate supplementation level when c increases from ‘epsilon below k’ to k; 
and when c increases beyond k, the level falls linearly (at the rate a.q0/k).  See Figure 4.    

 k(EY/Y+) cmax k cmin 

S 

c 
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                          Figure 5.  Declining public efficiency and citizens’ welfare 

Impact on individual welfare:   Consider the impact of an increase in c on individual welfare 
when c is strictly smaller than k.  In this case, the maximized utility of a ‘relatively poor’ 
citizen with income y < EY is {A[EY/c](a)[y](1– a)}, which falls continuously at a decreasing 
rate for any increase in c ∈ [cmin, k].   In contrast, consider a ‘relatively rich’ citizen with 
income y > EY: her maximized utility is {A[EY/c](a)[y](1– a)} for all c ∈ [cmin, k.EY/y] and is 
{A[p](1– a)[(1– a)(y/k) + a(EY/c)]} for all c ∈ (k.EY/y, k).  This means that while her utility 
falls continuously at a decreasing rate for any increase in c ∈ [cmin, k], the rate of fall is 
‘arrested’ once c rises above k(EY/y) (from which point the citizen starts ‘supplementing’).  
Thus, starting from any point k(EY/Y) ∈ (k.EY/Y+, k) an incremental increase in c causes a 
larger ‘utility fall’ for all citizens with y ∈ (Y ‾, k.EY/Y) than for those with y ∈ (k.EY/Y, Y+); 
while the richer citizens find it worthwhile to supplement, the act of supplementing ‘limits’ 
the fall in their utility as the public provision regime becomes more inefficient.  This implies 
that the gap in maximized utility between a citizen richer than [k.EY/c] and one poorer than 
[EY], relative to the gap that would exist if the supplement good was unavailable, rises in c.  It 
is in this sense that a rise in public costs causes ‘utility dispersion’ when c < k.  

The adverse impact of a fall in public efficiency on citizens’ welfare takes a dramatic turn 
when c rises from ‘epsilon below k’ to k.  Given q0 small, there exists Y0∈ (Y ‾, EY) such that 
this small rise in c causes (i) the utility of every citizen with y > Y0 to rise discontinuously, and 
(ii) the utility of every citizen with y < Y0 to fall discontinuously around c = k.  This generates 
a discrete increase in the ‘utility inequality’ among citizens.9  As c rises beyond k, the utility 
of every citizen y falls linearly (at the rate A[1/k](a)(y/EY)q0).  See Figure 5. 

                                                   
9  The smaller is q0, the closer is Y0 to EY, and the larger are the magnitudes of the discontinuities.  

 k(EY/y) 

 V(y) for y < Y0 < EY 

V 

c cmax  k cmin 

 V(y) for y > EY 
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The comparative statics results imply the following features of the public-private equilibrium 
under Bertrand competition in the supplement market.  As long as public efficiency is above a 
threshold (c < k), an incremental decline in public efficiency causes incremental changes in 
outcomes – public provision falls incrementally, private supplementation rises incrementally, 
and individual utility falls incrementally for all citizens.  With respect to the distribution of 
well-being, an incremental rise in c (for c ∈ (k.EY/Y+, k)) causes utility-dispersion between rich 
and the poor citizens, which is a consequence of the fact that the former engage in (increased) 
supplementation.   

In contrast, discontinuous changes occur when public efficiency falls below the threshold           
(c rises from ‘epsilon below k’ to k):  public provision falls discretely (due to a discontinuous 
change in the majority voting outcome), private supplementation rises discontinuously (with 
jumps in the number of supplementors as well as in the level of individual supplementation); 
most importantly, individual utility rises discretely for all citizens richer than a cut-off income 
level Y0 (the threshold being smaller than but close to the population mean income) and falls 
discretely for all citizens poorer than the cut-off income.  These discontinuous changes lead to a 
discrete increase in utility-inequality in the population.   

A remarkable aspect of the above-described changes is that a decline in public efficiency can 
cause a substantial set of rich citizens to be strictly better off.  There exists a precise counterpart 
to this result:  an improvement in private technology can cause a substantial set of poor citizens 
to be strictly worse off.  In what follows, we establish this result by studying the consequences 
of improvements in private-sector productivity.    
 
Impact of improving private productivity 

We now consider a ceteris paribus fall in the unit cost k of S-production in the private sector.  
Specifically, we consider decreases in k in a range [kmin, kmax] where kmin < c < kmax ≤ c(Y+/EY).10   

Given that S is sold at cost, when k ∈ (c, kmax] and k falls incrementally, the public provision 
level remains unchanged, private supplementation rises incrementally (the number of 
supplementors as well as the level of individual supplementation rise incrementally); the utility 
of the poorer non-supplementors is unaffected while that of the richer supplementors rise, 
causing a utility-dispersion (but without making any citizen strictly worse-off). 

Again, something dramatic happens when the private productivity improvement crosses a 
threshold – when k falls from ‘epsilon above c’ to c.  Given q0 small, there exists Y*∈ (Y ‾, EY) 
such that the incremental fall in k causes the utility of every citizen with y > Y* to rise 
discontinuously, and the utility of every citizen with y < Y* to fall discontinuously, thereby 

                                                   
10  Note that k ∈ [kmin, c] corresponds to Parameter Configuration III, and k ∈ (c, kmax] corresponds to 
Parameter Configuration II.  
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generating a discrete ‘upward jump’ in utility-inequality among the citizens.11   

Intuitively, a fall in the unit cost (and thus the price) of the competitively-supplied supplement 
good induces the rich citizens (who constitute a majority) to vote for a drastic reduction in 
public provision.  This causes a discrete change in the majority-voting outcome from ‘adequate 
provision’ to ‘minimal provision’ (the majority compensates for this change by increased 
supplementation).  While this discontinuous regime change causes a discrete improvement in 
individual well-being for all citizens richer than an income threshold, the noteworthy fact is that 
an incremental improvement in private-sector productivity leads to a discrete reduction in the 
welfare of almost the entire bottom-half of the population.   

Note that if the supplement good came in multiple ‘quality levels’, with a higher-quality good 
being a better supplement for the publicly provided good (e.g., generator sets vs. inverters), 
then cost and price decreases in each of these variants of the supplement good could generate 
outcomes of the following nature.  A fall in the cost/price of the lowest-quality supplement 
below a threshold level could lead to some discrete reduction in public provision and a 
consequent discrete reduction in the welfare of the poorer citizens.  Next, a fall in the cost/price 
of penultimate-quality supplement below its threshold level could lead to further discrete 
reduction in public provision and in the welfare of the poorer citizens.  Thus, in the presence of 
multiple quality levels of the supplement good, there can be many stages at which 
improvements in the private technology can discontinuously lower the level of well-being of 
the poorer sections of the population.   

 

5.  Equilibrium Outcomes when the Supplement Market is a Monopoly 

We now consider the case where there is a single seller of S (possibly due to substantial entry 
barriers in the S industry:  F >> 0).  We begin by studying the nature of Nash equilibrium in 
public and private decisions when the monopolist sets the price of S and the citizens vote on the 
{q, t} regime simultaneously.  We then compare the impacts of changing public cost c and 
private cost k under a competitive S-market and a monopolized S-market.   

We make use of Proposition 1 to uncover the nature of the Stage 1 Nash equilibrium.   
Recognize that if the citizens conjecture that the monopolist will set an S-price Pe ≤ c, then 
majority voting will establish the ‘minimal provision’ regime {q0, t0}.  Then in Stage 2, realized 
aggregate demand for S (as a function of the S-price P set in Stage 1) will be D(P | q0, t0) ≡ 

(1/∆) ∫Y(∆)S(y | P, q0, t0)dy, with individual demand S(y | P, q0, t0) as defined in Proposition 1.  

Alternatively, if the citizens conjecture that the monopolist will set Pe > c, majority voting will 
establish the ‘adequate provision’ regime {q*, t*}, and Stage 2 demand for S will be D(P | q*, 

                                                   
11  The smaller is q0, the closer is Y* to EY, and the larger are the magnitudes of the discontinuities.  
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t*) ≡ (1/∆) ∫Y(∆)S(y | P, q*, t*)dy with S(y | P, q*, t*) as defined in Proposition 1. 

Let Π(P | q0, t0) ≡ (P – k)D(P | q0, t0) be the monopolist’s profit function when the public 
provision regime is {q0, t0}.  This profit function is strictly concave in P; let P0(k, c) denote its 
unique maximizer.  Recognize that P0(k, c) will be the monopolist’s ‘best response’ to the 
conjecture that majority voting by the citizens will establish the regime {q0, t0}.  Analogously, 
let Π(P | q*, t*) ≡ (P – k)D(P | q*, t*) be the monopolist’s profit function when the public 
regime is {q*, t*}.  This profit function is strictly concave in P; let P*(k, c) denote its unique 
maximizer.   P*(k, c) will be the monopolist’s best response to the conjecture that majority 
voting will lead to {q*, t*}.  Further, since the citizens’ demand for supplementation will be 
greater and more inelastic in the {q0, t0} regime than in the {q*, t*} regime, P0(k, c) will be 
greater than P*(k, c). 

Define the following cost thresholds:  k*(c) < c such that P*( k*(c), c) = c, and k0(c) ≤ k*(c) < c 
such that P0( k0(c), c) = c.  Recognize that P0(.) ≥ P*(.) > c for all k > k*(c)  and c ≥ P0(.) ≥ P*(.) 
for all k ≤ k0(c).  We can now state the following result regarding the Stage 1 equilibrium:   

Proposition 3.  [i]  For any k > k*(c), the monopolist will set S-price at P*(k, c) > c and the 
‘adequate provision’ regime{q*, t*} will be the majority-voting outcome in the dominance-
solved equilibrium in the simultaneous-move Stage 1 game. 

[ii]  For any k ≤ k0(c), the monopolist will set S-price at P0(k, c) ≤ c and the ‘minimal provision’ 
regime{q0, t0} will be the majority-voting outcome in the dominance-solved Stage 1 equilibrium. 

 [iii]  If the unit cost k takes an intermediate value in (k0(c), k*(c)] – so that P0(.) > c ≥ P*(.) – 
then there will exist no pure-strategy Nash equilibrium in the Stage 1 game. 

The intuition behind Proposition 3 is as follows.  If k is above the threshold k*(c), the profit-
maximizing monopoly price will be above c irrespective of the public provision regime that is 
voted in, and given that, the citizens’ best response will be to vote in the {q*, t*} regime.  
Analogously, if k is below the lower threshold k0(c), the profit-maximizing monopoly price will 
be below c irrespective of the public regime that is voted in, and given that, the citizens’ best 
response will be to vote in the {q0, t0} regime.  When k is between the two thresholds there is a 
problem:  if the citizens vote in the {q*, t*} regime conjecturing that the S-price will be strictly 
greater than c, the S-seller’s best response will be to charge P*(.) ≤ c, while if the citizens vote 
in the {q0, t0} regime conjecturing that the S-price will be no greater than c, the S-seller’s best 
response will be to charge P0(.) > c. 

Some back-of-the-envelope calculations with explicit numerical examples indicate that, given 
the Cobb-Douglas utility specification, the threshold k*(c) can be significantly smaller than c.  
Given that, in what follows, we assume that it is always the case that k > k*(c) – so that                      
{q*, t*, P*(k, c)} is the unique Stage 1 equilibrium – and study the impact of a rising c and a 
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falling k on the equilibrium outcomes and welfare.12  

A monopoly S-market obviously charges a higher price to citizens as compared to a Bertrand  
S-market, and this causes those (rich) citizens that consume S in the monopoly equilibrium to 
achieve lower utility levels as compared to the Bertrand equilibrium.  However, it is important 
to note that monopolization of the S-market can mitigate the adverse effects of a decline in the 
public system on the poorer sections of the population.  As is shown below, monopoly pricing 
will preclude discontinuous outcome changes in the relevant parameter regime, and as a result, 
the bottom tail of the population will not suffer discrete reductions in welfare. 

In the monopoly scenario, consider a ceteris paribus increase in c in a range [cmin, cmax] given           
k > k*(cmax).  For all public cost levels in this range, the public provision regime will remain 
unchanged at {q*, t*} and a small increase in c will cause incremental changes in outcomes – 
public provision will fall incrementally, private supplementation will rise incrementally, and 
individual utility will fall incrementally for all citizens; the utility-fall will be ‘partially 
arrested’ for those citizens who ‘initiate supplementation’ with the rise in c, and consequently, 
there will be an incremental increase in utility-dispersion.  Comparably, a ceteris paribus fall in 
k in a range [kmin, kmax] given kmin > k*(c) will generate an incremental rise in private 
supplementation and an incremental rise in the welfare of those citizens who consume S.  

In comparing the monopoly market structure to Bertrand competition in the S-industry, it is 
important to note the following.  Not only will small changes in cost parameters not cause 
discrete outcome changes under monopoly (in the relevant parameter regime), the magnitude of 
incremental outcome changes caused by incremental cost changes will be ‘smaller’ under 
monopoly (while the directions of change will be identical in the two market structures).  This 
is because when c increases the monopoly price P*(k, c) will also increase, and when k falls 
P*(k, c) will not fall one-for-one; these effects will limit both the extent of supplementation and 
the welfare gain from supplementation. 

In summary, a monopoly market obviously charges a higher S-price to citizens as compared to 
a Bertrand market, and this reduces welfare of the affluent citizens.  But at the same time, the 
citizens will vote for the adequate provision regime {q*, t*} for a large range of public and 
private unit costs under monopoly, and the absence of regime-switch will preclude discrete 
increases in utility-inequality and discontinuous utility fall for the poorer citizens.  Further, 
even the incremental outcome changes under monopoly caused by cost changes will be 
‘smaller’ than that under Bertrand competition because the monopoly S-price will optimally 

                                                   
12  Note the following:  In a sequential-move game where {q, t} is voted upon before the S-price is set, 
when k > k*(c), the citizens will vote in {q*, t*} and the S-seller will then set the price P*(k, c) > c in the 
unique subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium.   Alternatively, if {q, t} is voted upon after the S-price is set, 
there exists a threshold k(c) ∈ [k*(c), c) such that when k > k(c), the S-seller will then set P*(k, c) and 
the citizens will vote in {q*, t*} in the unique subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium.  
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responds to the cost changes. 

We conclude this section with a brief discussion about the role of government policies in the 
face of a deteriorating public provision system.  Two obvious areas of policy focus are:  (a) to 
intervene in the supplement market, and (b) to expend resources to enhance efficiency of the 
public system.  An obvious policy intervention, much studied in the literature, is a ban on 
supplement production/consumption.  But it may be impossible to a priori list all possible 
private supplements that may be introduced in the market over time, and therefore, attempts to 
ban the consumption of all supplement goods might be infeasible.  In this context, it should be 
recognized that monopolization of the S-market leads to a ‘partial ban’ on S-consumption due 
to monopoly pricing, and our analysis indicates that policy-makers who are more concerned 
about the welfare of the poorer sections of the population might not want to limit the exercise 
of monopoly power in the supplement market.    

With regard to a policy of making investments to restore/improve public sector efficiency, note 
that when the supplement market is competitive, any improvement in public efficiency will 
bring about exactly the opposite changes in the public-private equilibrium outcomes than those 
stated in Section 4.  Under Bertrand competition, the impact of policy-induced public efficiency 
improvements will depend only on the final level of public costs, and not on the history of 
public cost changes (since the equilibrium outcome at any point in time will depend on the cost 
parameters prevailing at that time).  This lack of ‘path-dependence’ (hysteresis) will make 
policy determination a relatively simple exercise when the S-market is competitive. 

In contrast, if significant sunk entry costs are the reason behind the supplement-market being a 
monopoly, there can be hysteresis in public-private equilibrium outcomes with respect to cost 
changes.  To see this, consider, one more time, a ceteris paribus increase in c in a range [cmin, 
cmax], given k > k*(cmax) and an unchanged public provision regime {q*, t*}.  A rise in c will 
raise the citizens’ demand for supplementation and so increase the profitability of selling S.  Let 
us start our analysis at a point in time when there is no active seller in the S-market.  Given the 
initial public cost level c1, suppose that the entry cost F is so high that no seller finds it 
profitable to enter the S-market.  Then public productivity deteriorates and c rises to c2, making 
it profitable for a monopolist seller to pay the entry cost F and enter the S-market.  

Suppose that there is a subsequent policy intervention that succeeds in bringing the public cost 
level back to c1.  Will the overall equilibrium outcome revert to what it was initially?  Not if a 
significant part of the entry cost F is irrecoverable.   If a large part of F is sunk, the monopolist 
S-seller will respond to the improvement in public efficiency not by exiting, but by lowering 
the monopoly price P*(.).  The S-industry will remain active, and a set of the richest citizens 
will continue to supplement Q with S, only because the past worsening of public efficiency has 
led to the entry of an S-seller.   

Thus, when there are substantial irrecoverable entry costs in the supplement market, the public-
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private equilibrium will exhibit hysteresis.  Temporary deterioration in the cost of public 
provision may have permanent effects with regard to the extent of private supplementation in 
the economy, and policy-makers will have to take into account the past history of public 
efficiency in determining the efficacy of future improvements in the public system.     

 

5.  Concluding Remarks 

In a scenario where individuals consume publicly provided goods as well as private 
supplements, this paper has focused on two issues.  The first objective has been to characterize 
the structure of the public-private equilibrium that emerges at a point in time when citizens vote 
over the public provision regime and private suppliers decide on the pricing of supplement 
good.  The second goal has been to determine the nature of changes in equilibrium outcomes 
when the relative efficiency of the public sector (vis-à-vis the private sector) declines over time. 

A central finding of our analysis has been the possibility of discontinuous changes in the 
majority-voted public provision regime arising from small changes in fundamentals.  Small 
decreases in supplement prices and/or small increases in public costs can cause the majority-
voting outcome to shrink discretely from an adequate public provision regime to a minimal 
provision regime.  It is this feature of public-private equilibria that leads to the documented 
consumption and welfare changes when public and private costs vary over time. 

While the analysis has focused on the interaction effects between public and private choices, 
our model has ignored some additional ways that public and private decisions can impinge 
upon each other.  It will be worthwhile to incorporate the following features into our model: 

(i)  In many cases, there are significant negative externalities associated with the citizens’ 
consumption of supplement goods.  For example, the use of generator sets increases 
environmental pollution, and the consumption of bottled drinking water clogs landfills with 
plastic.  It will be interesting to determine how, and to what extent, individuals will internalize 
these externalities in their voting and consumption decisions.      

(ii)  For publicly provided goods like primary education, citizens’ participation and 
involvement are critical inputs in the public production process.  Such inputs are likely to be 
reduced when citizens engage in significant supplement consumption.  The possibility of such 
‘magnification effects’ in the process of public system decline calls for further analysis.  

(iii)  Finally, our model has focused on the inadequacy of the public provision regime as the 
prime motivator of supplementation decisions by the citizens.  Rising incomes (due to 
economic growth) given an unchanged public provision system might be another reason why 
affluent citizens will look to privately supplement public provision.  If there are economy-wide 
negative externalities associated with supplementation, and if such decisions are inequality-
increasing, the connections between economic growth and inequality will be worth re-exploring. 
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